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ABSTRACT 
Given a normal matrix A, asymptotic bounds are obtained for IIAmll, in terms of 
the spectral radius of A, the number of eigenvalues of A with modulus equal to the 
spectral radius of A, and the order of A. These results are extended to provide bounds 
for llA”‘Il,,, for all m > 1. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The spectral radius of any n X n matrix A with eigenvalues A,,&, . . . ,A,, 
can be defined by 
while the I, norm of A can be defined by 
In general, llA]l, can be arbitrarily greater than p(A) as is shown by the 
matrix 
for which p(B) =O, while llB]l, = 1~~1. Defining vm, m > 1, (for p(A)#O) by 
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we know that both supv,,, and v = v(A) = limsupv, are finite. In general, no 
bounds can be placed on v without specific knowledge of A. 
In contrast, a different situation arises for normal matrices-those 
matrices which commute with their adjoint (i.e., A*A=AA*). An important 
property of a normal matrix is that it is unitarily similar to a diagonal matrix. 
A real symmetric matrix is orthogonally similar to a real diagonal matrix and 
is the most familiar example of a normal matrix (see [l], Chap. 9). For normal 
matrices, we will obtain bounds for v which depend only on the order of A 
and the number of eigenvalues of A with modulus equal to p(A). Bounds are 
also obtained for ]]A”]],, m > 1, which depend only on p(A) and the order of 
A. 
This work derived some of its inspiration from Theorem 3.1, p. 65 of [3], 
which states: 
Let A be an arbitrary n X n complex matrix such that p(A) > 0. Then, 
where p is the largest order of all diagonal submatrices JI of the Jordan 
normal form of A with p (Jr) = p(A), and F is a positive constant. 
The 1, norm of A is defined by ]]A]]2=[p(A*A)]‘/2, and we use the 
notation “h(m)--g(m) as m+oo” for lim,,,h(m)/g(m) = 1. In addition, 
we will also use the notation “h(m)Sg(m) as m+co” for the weaker 
property limm+m suph(m)/g(m) < 1. 
This theorem is incorrect as stated in [3]. A corrected form of the 
Theorem is given in the Japanese edition of [3] where (*) is replaced by 
o<v,< lIArnIl 
i i 
< v2 forallm>l, 
m Lp(A)lm-(P-u 
p-1 
where vr and v2 are positive constants. Another corrected form of the 
theorem is given as Theorem 7.1, p. 85 of [4]. 
The proof of these theorems depends on the observation that, if J = S- ‘AS 
is the Jordan normal form of A, then 
where 
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and M, has the number [&/p(A)] m in positions corresponding to the upper 
right-hand comers of those Jordan blocks Jr of J with p(JI) = IX,] = p(A) which 
are of maximal order p, and zeros everywhere else. When M, is a constant 
matrix (independent of m), we can put F= I]SM,S-‘I], and the original 
theorem will be true. However, M, is not always constant and i; may not 
exist. For example, if 
A=(: :I?)=(; :)(: -:)( -; -;) 
then it is easily verified that A2” = I, A2”‘+’ =A, and c,,, = 1. Thus 
W2,S-‘I12=1 and IIf342m+lS-1112= 11412 
In these cases, we must replace (*) as indicated; or we may replaced - 
by 5, since 
This phenomenon depends somewhat on the norm employed. For the l2 
norm, C still exists for normal matrices, even though M, may not be 
constant. In this case, c,,,=[p(A)]“’ and 
= Gmli~((Jm)*(jm)) 
= c,ilb(A)lm 
1, 
implying 5 = 1. (This is also mentioned in [4].) However,’ for the I, norm, V 
may not exist, even for normal matrices. The matrix 
A=(= ) 
2 -1 
-1 -2 
is such that A2” =5”I and A2m+1 =5”A. Thus 
cm=(ti)m and ~~;nl]]A~“l]~ = 1 
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while 
II. MAIN RESULTS 
We first treat the case when only one of the eigenvalues of A has modulus 
equal to p(A). 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n x n normal matrix with eigenvalues A,, . . . ,A,, 
such that IAll > (A,1 > I&l > . . . > j&,1 > 0 (i.e., only one eigenvalue of muxi- 
mum modulus). Then 
where v is a positive constant and 
&G+l 
2 (3) 
Proof. We will use the notation diag(a,, . . . ,a,) for the diagonal matrix 
with diagonal elements a,, . . . , a,. Since A is a normal matrix, there exists a 
unitary matrix S such that (see [l], p. 273) 
Thus 
A= Sdiag(X,, A,, . . . ,A,,)S*. (4) 
II~mllm=IIS~~~g(~.~~~/~~)m~~~~~~~/~~)m)S*ll,~~~~)~m~ 
Since ]hr] > ]+I, j = 2,. . . ,n, we have 
(5) 
Defining v by 
we see that 
vs]]Sdiag(l,O ,..., O)S*]],, 
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Since SS* = S*S = I, we have 
2 pj112= 1. 
j-1 
Thus we can bound v by the maximum of the problem 
maximize 
cqER,i=l,...,n 
fr(a,, . . . ,a,) = 2 alai, 
i=l 
11 
subject to the constraints g,(cr,, . . . ,a,) = ET_ 1aF = 1, and cxi > 0, i = 1, . . . ,n. 
Now if (p 1,. . . ,p,,) solyes (Pl), then we must have &= &= . . . = &,. If 
not, consider ( jl,&,, . . . ,&) defined by 
h-P1 pl=pl, j2=j3=...=&= ~ * 
n 
u&P a,. . . ,a) satisfies the constraints and thus is a feasible point. Using 
Holder’s inequality, we have 
Thus (Elx2Pi) < (E?=, a), a? d sincz any solution to (Pl) would have oi > 0, 
we have fi( Pi,. . . ,P,) <fi( PI,. . . , &). Hence the objective function, fi, is 
increased, contradicting the assumption that ( &, . . . ,&) is a solution to (Pl). 
It follows that the maximum of (Pl) will also be the maximum of the 
problem 
maximizefa(x,y)=x2+(n-1)xy; (P2) 
subject to 
g,(x,y)=x2+(n-l)y2=1, x20, and y>O. 
This is converted to an unconstrained maximization problem by putting 
x = sine, y = co&/m, which yields a maximum of 
Gi+1 
f,(sinfI,cos@)= 2, (7) 
when 
tan29= -G7, 
completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
(8) 
n 
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Equality can occur in (3). J. H. Halton (private communication) has 
pointed out that if 
(Y n-2 
for e=tan-‘(-G?)/(2), 
e E(n/4, a/2), (see (7), P-9 
jISdiag(l,O ,..., O)SrIj, = 7 . 
Bounds for JIA”’ 11 oo can also be given as a consequence of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A is an n x n normal matrix with eigenvalues A,, A,, . . . , 
A,,,, then for m > 1 
Proof. Since A= Sdiag(X,, A,, . . . ,A$* for some unitary matrix S, we 
have 
n 
< max 
l<i<n = ( u=l 
lA”l” $ IS,“l l$“l). 
Since (6 + 1)/2 is the maximum of (Pl), 
We now consider the general case when there are k > 2 eigenvalues of A 
such that (h,l= I&,/= . . . = l&l > Ihk+lj > IX,+,1 > . . . > l&,1 > 0. In this more 
general case, we have not been able to solve the exact minimization problem 
except in very special cases (for example, if k = n = 2, then it is an exercise in 
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trigonometry and calculus to show that the maximum is fi ). However, the 
bound which will be given in Theorem 2 is obtained by weakening the 
constraints, namely by considering the broader class of all matrices S, whose 
first k columns have unit norm and whose first row has norm no greater than 
one. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, (4) and (5) will still hold for some unitary 
matrix S. Now, 
lIArnIl w-sJP(41m 
where 
v,,, = IlSdiag(l, (w,)” >..., (wJ,O ,...> qw, 
for some Itql=l, i=2 ,..., k. Hence, 
IIAmll,5vb(A)lm~ m+cc 
where v = lim sup vm, 
We can bound each v,,, (and hence v) by the maximum of the problem 
maximize iglI SIII I Sill + * * . + $ I %A I $I’ P3) 
subject to 
i: ISJ’I, 
i=l 
itI I%I2 = 1, and 
~s11~2+p12~2+“’ +IsJ<1. 
LEMMA 1. For some constants b,,b,, . . . ,b,_, (P3) is solved when IS,,I 
=IS3J=-. =ISnll=bl,...,lS2kI=IS3kI=... =IS,,J=bk. 
Proof. Let [$,I, i< i, i < n, bs a solution to (Pq. If for some 1 < 1 < k we 
do not have I S,,I = I S,,l = . . . =IS,ll, thendefine ISiil, l<i, /<n by 
IQ = I&IL and 
Is,il=l$jl for i#l. 
14 
Proceeding as in (6), we will have 
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and so 
(9) 
with equality in (9) only if IS;,/ = 0. Thus we have that either the !$i also 
solve (P3) in the case of equality in (9), or a contradiction to the assumption 
that the S, solve (P3). In either case, the lemma is proved. n 
LEMMA 2. At the solution to (P3), all IS,,l such that 0 < IS,,/ < l&/2, 
I=1 k are equal to a ; ,***, 3 where p > 1 is the number of IS,,I, 
I &,I,. . . , I Slkl in the open interval (0, fi /2), and 
P=l- 2 1%12, 1EA 
where R={Z:IS,11>fi/2}. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that any solution to (P3) has 
IS,,/, IS,,I,. . .,\!&,I in the interval (0, fi /2), and for k > p > 1. The lemma 
will be proved by showing that for fixed Sl,++ 1,. . . ,Sln, (P3) is maximized 
when IS,,J=IS,,I=*** =IS, l=m. 
Holding Sl,p+l,. . . , In S f!xed and maximizing over I S,J for 1 < i < n, 
1 < i < p is equivalent, by Lemma 1, to the maximization problem 
maximize I &,I2 + * * * +IS,,12+(n-1)[lS,,Ib,+... +I%,Iq; P4 
subject to 
/S,,12+(n-l)by=l, 
iSlp12+‘(n- ljbi= 1, and 
p1112+ * *. + I Slp12 < P* 
Using the substitutions 
sin81=JS11J, cost+ = m b,, 
sin8, = IS,,I, cost$ = m bP, (10) 
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f9,E(O,m/4) i=l , . . . ,p, the problem becomes 
maximize [sir?@, + * * * + sin28,] + 
e, E (O,r/4) 
v[sin2fI,+ **. +sin28,], (P5) 
f-l,...,p 
subject to 
sinaO,+**. + sin2e, < /3. 
The first part of the objective function is bounded by /I. The rest of the 
proof will consist of maximizing the second part of the objective function 
and observing that, when the second part is maximized, the first part is equal 
to p. 
Maximization of the second part of the objective function is equivalent to 
the minimization problem 
minimizefs( 8,, . . . , ep ) = - 
0, E (O,?r/4) 
v [sin28, + . . . + sin28,] (P6) 
i=l,...,p 
subject to 
The Kuhn-Tucker problem associated with (P6) is (see [2], p. 94) to find a - - 
c,e1,e2,..., fip such that 
U 
[ 
sin28, + * - * +sina#p-p] =0, and 
The first condition implies 
ii > 0. 
ii=GFicot28; i=l,...,p. 
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Thus we must have e?= . . - = gp, By taking 
sin8,=singz=. . . =sinep= m,h th t e o er conditions are satisfied. Now 
the Hessians of fe and g, are 
and 
v2f@,,..., BP) =ZL%? diag(sin28,, sin28,, . . . ,sin2Bp) 
v2&9,, . . . . BP) =2diag(cos20,,cos28,, . . . ,cos28,). 
By Theorem 2, p. 89 of [2], fs and g, are convex on the set 0 < 6’, < 7rj4, 
i=l , . . .,p. Thus Theorem 1, p. 94 of [2] implies that the solution to the 
Kuhn-Tucker problem is also a solution to (P6). Thus [S,,\ = 1 S,,I = * * . 
=IS,,(= m at th e solution to (P3), proving the lemma. n 
We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an n X n normal matrix tiith eigenvalues 
h,,h,, . . . ,A, such that 
for some k>2. Then 
where 
Proof. At most two of (S,,I, IS,,(, . . . , I Slkl are greater than or equal to 
d% /2. Thus we need show only three special cases-when either zero, one, 
or two of I S,,l,I S,,I, . . . , I f&l are greater than or equal to fi /2. 
Case 1. If none of IS,,I, 1S,,), . . . , \S,,\ are greater than or equal to V% /2, 
then let p be the number of nonzero S,,‘s. By Lemma 2, the solution of (P3) 
has either lS,,J=dl/p or (S,,(=O, i=l,...,k. Thus the maximum is (see 
(P4)Y (10)) 
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It is obvious from this expression that (P3) is solved when p = k. Thus in this 
case 
Case 2. If exactly one of IS,,j, IS,,J,. . . ,I Slk( is greater than or equal to 
@/2,sayJS,,I=~/2forO<e<2,thenbyIemma2forl<p<k-l, 
we have that the maximum is (see (P4), (10)) 
=1+vzi I vGvz=Y+ m V2p-l+e/2 4 2 1. 
Therefore 
- v5TiG + v/1-c/2 d2p-I+42 
v<l+d/n-1 
[ 
<I+q I++, 2 
1 
and so in this case 
Case 3. If exactly two of IS1il,ISi21,..., IS,,/ are greater than or equal to 
v\/2/2,the e h n ac must be equal to fi /2, and the maximum is 1 + 6? . 
Thus, since k > 2, 
v<l+6=iVk-1, 
and the last case is proved. n 
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COROLLARY 2. lfAisannXnnormalrnutrirandm>1,then 
llA”‘II, < n[p@)lm. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that the solution to (P3) in the case 
k = n bounds the absolute row sums of (l/[p(A)lm)A”‘. n 
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have shown that for a normal matrix A, 
Bounds have been obtained for v which depend on the order of A and on the 
number of eigenvalues of A with modulus equal to p(A). If there is only one 
such eigenvalue, the bound can be attained. 
In Corollary 1, we have a bound for \]A”‘]], which depends on the 
eigenvalues of A and the order of A. In Corollary 2, the bound for IJAm 11 m 
depends only on p(A) and the order of A. 
All the bounds have been stated using the 1, norm. However, the results 
hold equally for the I, norm, since ((A]] 1 = ((A* 11 m and A* normal implies A is 
normal. 
The author wishes to thank J. H. Halton and B. E. White for many 
helpful discussions and P. Hen&i and R. S. Varga for their comments on the 
manuscript. 
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